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Ref: BDL/C-HR /TA & CP  
 

PUBLIC NOTICE ON RECRUITMENT DISCLAIMER

It has come to our notice that fake 
are being issued to certain people in the name of Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL). The fake 
interview call letters / offer of appointment
of BDL / Official names & signatures
bank accounts for facilitating their selection/ employment in BDL.

It is clarified that BDL has not authorised any recruitment agency o
Recruitment / Selection process on its

Interested applicants are encouraged to visit 
related details under Tabs Human Resources 
the eligibility criteria for the advertised 
requirements, relaxation & concession to reserved categories, select
in Careers column of BDL web

General public is therefore advised and cautioned not to fall prey to such fraudulent and self 
declared organizations/ individuals or fake advertisements/ notifications/ interview calls / fake 
job offers aiming at fleecing money
on our official website https://bdl
BDL.  

BDL does not take any responsibility for candidates responding/ applying to any fictitious/
fabricated communications w
etc. 

Strict action will be initiated against the fraudsters who spread fake news on subject
Further, BDL is not responsible for any losses incurred by the
mentioned acts. 

If any person receives unauthorized, suspicious or fraudulent offers or 
Test / Interview, please write an email to 
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PUBLIC NOTICE ON RECRUITMENT DISCLAIMER

**** 

It has come to our notice that fake Call Letters / Employment Offer letters 
people in the name of Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL). The fake 

interview call letters / offer of appointments are issued by email/ hard copy using name an
/ Official names & signatures and candidates are also being asked to deposit money in 

bank accounts for facilitating their selection/ employment in BDL.   

BDL has not authorised any recruitment agency or third party agent to 
election process on its behalf.  

encouraged to visit our website https://bdl-india.in
Human Resources  Careers. Vacancy advertisements mentioning 

the eligibility criteria for the advertised vacancies, including qualification, age, experience 
requirements, relaxation & concession to reserved categories, selection process etc. are notified 

website.   

General public is therefore advised and cautioned not to fall prey to such fraudulent and self 
declared organizations/ individuals or fake advertisements/ notifications/ interview calls / fake 
job offers aiming at fleecing money, favouritism etc. Kindly rely only on the information hosted 

https://bdl-india.in for any job/ career related information pertaining to 

does not take any responsibility for candidates responding/ applying to any fictitious/
ricated communications with regard to Advertisements / Job Offers / Interview Call Letters 

be initiated against the fraudsters who spread fake news on subject
not responsible for any losses incurred by the individ

unauthorized, suspicious or fraudulent offers or call
an email to hrcorp-careers@bdl-india.in. 

(N SATYANARAYANA)
GENERAL MANAGER

LIMITED 
GACHIBOWLI :: HYDERABAD  
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        Date: 11.03.2024 

PUBLIC NOTICE ON RECRUITMENT DISCLAIMER -REG. 

 / Appointment Letters 
people in the name of Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL). The fake 

are issued by email/ hard copy using name and logo 
and candidates are also being asked to deposit money in 

r third party agent to conduct 

india.in for any vacancy 
Vacancy advertisements mentioning 

, including qualification, age, experience 
ion process etc. are notified 

General public is therefore advised and cautioned not to fall prey to such fraudulent and self 
declared organizations/ individuals or fake advertisements/ notifications/ interview calls / fake 

n the information hosted 
for any job/ career related information pertaining to 

does not take any responsibility for candidates responding/ applying to any fictitious/ 
Advertisements / Job Offers / Interview Call Letters 

be initiated against the fraudsters who spread fake news on subject matter. 
individual involving in the 

call letters for Written 

 
Sd /- 

(N SATYANARAYANA) 
GENERAL MANAGER (HR)  


